APRIL 2019 NEWSLETTER
Meeting is Tuesday April 2nd, at BJ’s.
5:30-6:30-Social hour; meeting starts at 6:30 pm ;
Program at 7 PM

“Fly Fishers of the Bitterroot is a nonprofit club dedicated to sharing our passion for fly fishing
by promoting fellowship, education and stewardship of our fishing resources.”

President’s Message“
In like a Lion and out like a Lamb “is exactly how I like March. Even if there is almost 18 inches of
snow on my grass, I still believe that the next two weeks of the month will be pretty mild. If you are
itching to hit the river there is plenty of open water to fish. There are some stretches of the
Bitterroot that are ice free and the fishermen who like to raft have been on the river for about a
week. The Skwala hatch is on with a few dry flies but the nymphing is the best right now. In a
couple of weeks the hatch will be in full swing with lots of mature adult stoneflies on the water.
The FFB chapter is in full spring mode and there are some interesting outings coming up. We are
always looking for new opportunities for groups to go fishing so if you have a favorite place to go
and would like to have the club involved let us know. One outing that sounds interesting is I Star
Valley, Wyoming fishing on the local rivers and streams there. One friend of mine has been going
there for over 20 years with some friends from the Western states and has had some great fun with
his friends there. The fishing has been pretty good for them the past 20 years but this spring looks
to not to good for them. Cold weather and snow curtails fishing and only the brave hearted prevail.
This is one area that our club has not explored but we can’t go everywhere so we pick the best and
the most reliable from our many opportunities each year.
Fishing on the Bitterroot has been great for about one week. Even though the river is rising the
opportunities are tremendous and will be for the next three or four weeks.
Good Fishing!
Bill Bean, President

www.flyfishersofthebitterroot.org
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APRIL 2019 PROGRAM

“TACTICS ON FLY FISHING
FOR TROUT”
Our GUEST SPEAKER is-

BOB JACKLIN
JACKLIN’S FLY SHOP,
WEST YELLOWSTONE, MT

This year marks Bob’s 50th year as a fly-fishing guide and outfitter in the West Yellowstone area. Bob is a world
class fly fisherman, fly tier, and a Certified Master Fly Casting instructor with the Fly Fishers International. He
has been tying flies commercially since 1963 and is a past recipient of the Fly Fishers International Buz Buszek
award for his contributions to the art of fly tying and the Lapis Lazuli award the highest award presented by
the FFI. There are few people in the country with as much in-depth knowledge of fly fishing, fly casting, and fly
tying as Bob Jacklin. Bob is a charter member of the Federation of Fly Fishers on the pro-staff for St. Croix
Rods, Ross Reels, and Cortland Lines. On October 23, 2004, at the Catskill Fly Fishing Center and Museum, Bob
Jacklin was inducted into the very prestigious “Fly Fishing Hall of Fame.”

Upcoming Programs
7th,

May
2109: Kelsey Helfrich, Helfrich Outfitters - Salmon, ID
th
June 4 , 2019 George Kesel-Fishing Rock creek and the Blackfoot
July, August, September—no meetings
st
October 1 , Brendon Branagan [ Grizzly Hackle] Fishing for Pike
November—Pending
December- Annual meeting & Elections
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Recap of March 2019 Program

by Jim Kalkofen

“Basics of Swiftwater safety and self/partner rescue”
When members ask more questions than ever to the presenters, you know the program speakers were
informative. Such was the case at the March meeting when Mark and Wes shared their experiences and
responsibilities.
They are members of the Ravalli County Search and Rescue Team. They are the ones who respond when residents
and visitors do something dumb like getting lost on the mountain or stranded (or worse) on the river.
Averaging 40 rescues per year (a figure that astounded club members), the SAR team is comprised of all volunteers.
Their headquarters are in the building directly under the big smokestack in Hamilton. Funding is provided by you.
Ravalli County implemented a small levy on property owners that goes straight to the SAR team annually. The levy
allows a budget of approximately $70,000 annually. In 2018, SAR spent $41,000 of a $69,000 budget to keep the
team in gear and functional. They report to the county sheriff’s department and also utilize sheriff’s boats and
other equipment
The purpose of the organization is to conduct searches, effect rescues and aid persons in need. They work with
other agencies to promote the preservation of life. They actively preach and educate about outdoor survival.
A key factor in successful rescues is that the person(s) in distress call 911 from their cell phone location. The GPS
coordinates are recorded at the 911 call center. The SAR team used exact coordinates a few weeks ago to rescue
lost snowmobilers.
The mountain rescue team specializes in wilderness search, technical rock rescue and snow and ice rescue. They
move primarily on foot with backpacks providing survival supplies for 72 hours. The water rescue and recovery
team consists of swift water rescue technicians and rescue divers.
Team members receive training to maintain a high level of proficiency in wilderness navigation, first aid, river, dive,
rope rescue and more. Team leaders conduct the training at monthly meetings and on several weekends each
year. There are different teams for specific rescues.
Since we are a fishing club, the speakers strongly advocated each wading or boating angler wear a PFD at all times.
Much discussion ensued, with members offering opinions and agreeing with the speakers. Drownings occur in the
Bitterroot annually, and if wearing a PFD will prevent such an accident, PFDs are the order of the season.
One result of this presentation is that club members learned much about volunteers and their commitment to lend
assistance to those in need.
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April 2019 Fly of the Month
Jig Head Leach by Greg Chester
Here’s an easy to tie and effective pattern for lake fishing (primarily) and rivers. Leached are in most waters
we fish and are a favorite food for trout year round. After all I think that the famous and effective Woolly
Bugger in its many forms imitates leaches as well as bait fish and as a general attractor. So, what’s of interest
to fish is of interest to fishers. I’ve indicated wine marabou below but feel free to experiment with black,
brown, purple, olive, etc. I’ve found the color wine most effective on Hebgen and purple on Georgetown. See
what works for you.






Thread
Hook
Bead
Tail and abdomen
Ribbing

6/0 black
#10 Gamakatsu J20-B Jig Nymph Hook or equivalent
Tungsten Jig Bead, 3.8mm, Black Nickel
Wine marabou, one full feather
Silver tensile, medium.

The unique feature of this pattern is that the fly swims inverted due to the configuration of the jig hook. This
promotes an enticing jigging action and helps prevent snags due to the hook point riding up.
Start the tying sequence by first sliding the bead onto the hook. Wrap tying thread back to the beginning of
the bend. Next select a full marabou feather and tie it in at the bend to represent the tail, so about equal
to 1 ½ times the length to the hook. Don’t cut it off yet! Now tie in a length of tensile at the bend and start
wrapping the marabou forward forming a smooth, even body and tie off just behind the bead. Now
reverse wrap the tensile forward in open spirals to just behind the bead and tie off. Apply cement and
you’re done!
Good tying, and please call with any questions!
Greg Chester 363-0033
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JUST FOR FUN
APHORISMS
1. The nicest thing about the future is that it always starts tomorrow.
2. Money will buy a fine dog, but only kindness will make him wag his tail.
3. If you don't have a sense of humour, you probably don't have any sense at all.
4. Seat belts are not as confining as wheelchairs.
5. A good time to keep your mouth shut is when you're in deep water.
6. How come it takes so little time for a child who is afraid of the dark to become a teenager who wants to stay out all
night?
7. Business conventions are important because they demonstrate how many people a company can operate without.
8. Why is it that at class reunions you feel younger than everyone else looks?
9. Scratch a cat and you will have a permanent job.
10. No one has more driving ambition than the boy who wants to buy a car.
11. There are no new sins; the old ones just get more publicity.
12. There are worse things than getting a call for the wrong number at 4 am - it could be the right number.
13. No one ever says "It's only a game." when their team is winning.
14. I've reached the age where the happy hour is a nap
15. Be careful reading the fine print. There's no way you're going to like it.
16. The trouble with bucket seats is that not everybody has the same size bucket.
17. Do you realize that in about 40 years, we'll have thousands of old men and old ladies running around with tattoos?
(And rap music will be the Golden Oldies!) No! Say it isn't so!
18. Money can't buy happiness -- but somehow it's more comfortable to cry in a Porsche than in a Yaris.
19. After 60, if you don't wake up aching in every joint, you are probably dead!
Always be yourself. Because the people that matter don't mind, and the
ones that mind, don't matter.
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THE WAY IT WAS…….. ZAnE GrEY

by Dick Ellis

Zane Grey,” A Trout Fisherman’s Inferno.” Reprinted in Zane Grey: Outdoorsman, edited by George Reizer, 1972
Zane Grey (1972-1939) was a prolific writer. He wrote constantly and wrote virtually anywhere, and in that sense he
was like his literary descendant, Louis L'Amour, who once told me that he could write while sitting on the median of a LA
freeway. Grey wrote more than ninety books and wrote so much that some of his manuscripts were first published long
after his death. His novels and short stories were adapted into 112 films, and the last film version of his most famous
book, Riders of the Purple Sage, was made in 1996. If Grey gained notoriety as an author of formula westerns, he also
gained fame as a hunter and fisherman and outdoor writer as he used his wealth to travel the world to hunt and fish.
He used the "bully pulpit" as a famous writer to advocate environmental causes. He criticized over grazing, reckless and
rapacious logging, and selfish and wanton exploitation of coal, oil, timber, fish and other resources, and he railed against
those who fished his beloved Umpqua River with "Dupont sinkers" or dynamite caps, something which occurred well
into the twentieth century as dynamite caps were used to kill several hundred Chinook salmon in one pool in 1970. Grey
certainly killed many fish during his lifetime, but he also became an early advocate of releasing fish. He also became
something of a defender of Native Americans, and the Vanishing American, first published serially in Ladies Home
Journal in 1922, generated such a reaction from missionaries and government officials, both of whom Grey savaged in
the text, that his publisher made him change the story before it was published in book form.
As I trudged along, careful not to tread on the crimson-spotted newts crawling in the trail, I caught a faint
dreamy hum. I stopped and turned my ear to the cool morning breeze. Then I strode on over the frosty
leaves, only to stop again.... Hark! - the deep far- away boom of the rushing brook! It had been a long
time since I had heard it; the rainy autumn, the cold dark winter were as if they had never been. The
solitude of the woods, the roar of the rapids, roused the strange haunting sense of rest, of solitude, of
indefinable aloofness from the tumult of the world. There was the wild quickening leap of the blood, the
inexplicable selfish gratification of pos- session. The dark forest with its dank odor of decayed leaves, of
wet earth, of rotting stumps was mine, all mine, as were the rush and roar of rapids, the boom of the
deep falls, the hollow laugh of the low ones.
Down the ravine I threaded a way under the shadowy hemlocks, through the tangled thickets of
rhododendron, to the brook. It was bank-full of wine-brown water. For me in that moment every swiftcurling channel, every bubbling eddy behind a stone, every dark pool under overhanging matted roots,
harbored a great, lurking, wolf-headed trout. While baiting my hook with a common earth- worm my
fingers trembled, and I laughed to note it. Hands that had withstood the wonderful leap of the tarpon, the
tremendous strike of the tuna, the fierce onslaught of the swordfish, failed me here and trembled like a
girl's. Well, what of it? I thought. Battles with great game fish were proud memorable achievements of a
sportsman's life, but not to be named in the same breath with the pursuit of the bronze-backed bass in
swift clear water, of the blue-backed trout in foamy rapids. I do not know why, but it is so. Perhaps the
little fish are associated with my boyhood days. What then can take their place? Perhaps the wind in the
pines, the sound of the stream, liberate thought and feeling not felicitous in the hard fight with a finny
giant of the sea.
I began to fish downstream, my mind in harmony with the racing current. Beaver Brook was a rushing,
brawling brown brook, full of bronze boulders and lined by mossy roots, and obstructed by bulging
benches, and broken by rapids and barred by windfalls. The water was icy cold and too deep for wading.
The banks were steep and thick with rhododendron. My tingling anticipation wore itself out in long
climbing and futile fishing. Then the judgment of a trout fisherman reasserted itself. The stream was too
high, the water too cold, the trout would not rise. Thereafter my pleasure was in leisurely wending my
way down the brook, fishing because hope never dies, noting the many changes in the stream bed, the
new cuts, the old pools filled, recognizing old friends in certain falls and great mossy stones and leaning
trees. How sweet and melancholy was this meeting with well-remembered places! In a long millrace
channel I had once hooked and lost a big trout; here in an eddying foam-flecked hole under a bank I had
caught a two-pounder; there from a slippery incline of rock I had fallen in. A gray lichen-covered cliff was
reminiscent of many June days and violets and mountain laurel. Memorable these nooks were and sad
because of the sudden shock to the mind. They were as well-known almost as my favorite daily walk, my
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room, my desk, yet they had been forgotten. And now, after nearly twelve months, they burst familiarly
upon my vision, keen reminders of the brevity of a year, of the little span of time called human life.
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NEW & NOTES

edited by Dick Ellis

THE BUG APOCALYPSE: AN UPDATE
The January newsletter carried a story on the alarming decline of insect populations worldwide. A soon to be
published study in a peer reviewed scientific journal provides new attention on this issue and has captured the
attention of the international media, if only briefly. "Worldwide Decline of the Entomofauna" will appear in the
scholarly journal Biological Conservation and will present some alarming conclusions. Based on a review of reports
on insect decline published over the past three decades, the authors, a team of scientists from Australia and China,
report that insect biomass is declining at the rate of 2.5% a year and predict that more than 40% of insect species
could become extinct in the next several decades while others are endangered. This could cause the collapse of
the planet's ecosystems.
The authors stress the importance of insect life on interconnected ecosystems and on the food chain.. Insects
make up about 70% of all animal species, and insect extinction would be catastrophic. "Ecosystem services"
provided by wild insects are estimated at $57 billion annually in the United States. Approximately 80% of wild
plants rely on bugs for pollination, and some 60% of birds rely on insects for food. In Australia birds are running
out of insect food and are turning on each other. Does anyone remember the Alfred Hitchcock film, The Birds?
The authors believe that the planet faces a crisis and call for radical and immediate action. "Because insects
constitute the worlds most abundant and (species diverse) animal group and provide critical services within
ecosystems, such events cannot be ignored and should prompt decisive action to avert a catastrophic collapse of
nature's ecosystems," the authors conclude. As mentioned in the January newsletter, the causes of insect decline
are habitat loss, pollution, pesticides and fertilizers, biological factors, and climate change.
RESTORATION OF GRAYLING IN MICHIGAN
Arctic Grayling were the native fish in a large part of the lower peninsula of Michigan while Brook Trout were the
common species in the upper peninsula. Grayling existed in great numbers, and before 1870 it was said that
"Grayling lay like cordwood in the Au Sable River." They were so numerous that commercial fishing began, and
huge numbers of fish were caught by commercial and sport fisherman. Historical records show that barrels of fish
were shipped to market, causing a significant decline in the fishery. Large scale logging exacerbated the situation
as much of Michigan was basically clear-cut. Logging removed the native vegetation, and log drives radically
changed the riparian systems as dams were built to store water to float the logs downstream, leaving debris and
sedimentation and raising water temperatures. Rivers were cleared for log drives, channels were changed and
deepened, river banks were cleared, and large scale erosion occurred. Competition/predation with introduced
species (brook and rainbow trout) also occurred. By 1900 Grayling were virtually gone and when Michiganders
talked about Grayling, the terms used were "doom" and "extinction." Grayling virtually disappeared from Michigan
waters, and the last Grayling was caught in 1936.
The state made several unsuccessful attempts to restore the fish in the 20th century. Then in 2010 the Little River
Band of Ottawa Indians, a federally recognized tribe that traditionally lived in the areas along the Pere Marquette
and Manistee Rivers and that today is based near Manistee, Michigan, began an effort to restore the native fish,
which had been historically important to the tribe and that had cultural and spiritual significance. The Little River
Band partnered with Michigan Technological University and received a grant from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife service
to study the potential for the reintroduction of Grayling in the Manistee River. That partnership was logical
because the Little River Band and Michigan Tech previously had partnered in a sturgeon restoration project. One
of the Tech biologists was a Montanan who was familiar with the Montana Arctic Grayling Recovery Program on
the Big Hole, which was studied by the Michigan scientists.
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As a result of this work, the Michigan Arctic Grayling Initiative was announced in 2016 with leadership provided by
the Little River Band of Ottawa Indians and the Fisheries Division of the Michigan Department of Natural
Resources. Partners in the initiative include Michigan Tech, Michigan State University, a number of foundations,
including community based groups such as the Petosky-Harbor Springs Area Community Foundation and Rotary
Charities of Traverse City, and Trout Unlimited, which had its origins in Grayling, Michigan. A total of forty-five
organizations are involved in the initiative.
The goal is to restore self-sustaining populations of Grayling in its historic range in twenty rivers, nineteen in the
Lower Peninsula and one in the Upper Peninsula. No effort will be made to chemically reclaim streams. However,
they will use Remote Site Incubators (RSI). RSIs look like five gallon buckets with water flowing in and out, which
are used to protect the eggs, which come from Alaska. It is thought that Grayling return to their birthplace to
reproduce, and the RSIs are used to imprint the location in the fish. Michigan did not use RSIs in its failed
restocking efforts in the 20th century, but Montana did use them in the Big Hole. Undoubtedly a number of FFB
members have caught this distinctive fish in the Big Hole.

TIME TO
RENEW YOUR
FISHING
LICENSE!!!

RAFFLE NEWS!
APRIL BASKET

Tea,
a drink with Jam & Bread

RAFFLE TICKETS ARE 6/$5; 13/$10; 30/$20
Hey everyone-- the club’s supply of flies for the raffle could use some help! We have relied
heavily on Greg Chester as a source of flies, but it is time you other fly tiers start thinking of
contributing…. Don’t tie?--- there is plenty of other things…-- get creative, or you can ask
what we need—Please everyone time to step up to the plate & contribute.

QUOTABLE QUOTE
This is a story taken from an article by John Gierach in Fly Rod & Reel, a magazine that no longer is published.
The story is too long to use without violating copyright laws, so most of it is condensed and paraphrased.
Gierach had spent a day on a stream and caught some fish, also losing one that he guessed was twenty to
twenty five inches. When an acquaintance asked how he had done, the friend called it a bad day to which
Gierach responded, "No it wasn't!" He then related a story of another friend who fell while hiking down to a
stream and broke his ankle. The man made a splint, crawled a mile or so back toward his car, spent the night
on the trail, and was discovered the next day by hikers who went for help.
"My friend had still been on his way to the stream when he fell, so he hadn't had a chance to fish or even tie on
a fly, and the doctor said he'd be on crutches for the rest of the season. Now that's a bad day of fishing."
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WE WERE HERE……….{A NEW COLUMN, THANKS TO THE EFFORTS OF CLUB MEMBER JIM KALKOFEN}
Clearwater Steelhead Still Biting
Two friends, John McNeece and Steve Trok, ventured to Idaho's Clearwater River over the March 15 weekend. Temps in
the 60's. River running clear. New friends made. And, a few fish caught. First shot was the upper South Fork. Nothing
way up. Came down and every pool was filled with anglers. Great looking river and fun place to fish. In fact, the North
Fork steelhead limit was raised to two fish recently (if a person would be so inclined).
The next couple of days were spent on the water below the dam in Orofino. The steelhead landed was about 31 inches.
The bull trout (no picture of course) was about 28 inches; big and fat and gave a great account of itself. The tactic was
simple, drift a bobber about six feet above an egg sack/cluster and wait for the bobber to go down. One first-time
steelheader caught a fish of a lifetime, 40 inches, near the dam on a marabou jig dancing below a bobber, while these
guys watched and hoped.
They purchased their eggs at TomCat sport shop in Kookia. They said the best burger in the world is the Cuban at North
Fork Cafe, right at the turn from the main drag to the dam. That's in Orofino.

This was as reported to me, and since I fish with these guys regularly, I always believe them, especially when
a photo is included. Jim Kalkofen
PS: Your reports, stories and tales of recent fishing excursions to the West Fork, West Yellowstone, Western
basin of Lake Erie, Wyoming, Alaska, the Keys or any other fishy locale are encouraged. Feel free to write
about it and send to newsletter editor Estelle. Or, if your fingers are occupied at the vise, call and share your
exploits with Jim Kalkofen. Cell: 651-356-5676. He will take notes and write your story for club members.
The goal is to educate and share tips such as which flies worked, which guide service you recommend, time
of day, grizzlies present, bikini contests and other natural occurrences. Hey, we might want to fish there
too.

"To revisit a river is like trying to re-dream a dream. You are
aware, of course, that you have changed and that the river
must have changed and that no two dreams are precisely
alike. Yet the identities are more profound than the
differences, and the moment you are on the stream you have
the old illusion of timelessness. This mortal part has put on
immortality." Bliss Perry, Pools and Ripples: Fishing Essays,
1927

A smile - is a sign of joy.
A hug - is a sign of love.
A laugh - is a sign of happiness.
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You know how it is with an April day
When the sun is out and the wind is still,
You're one month on in the middle of May.
But if you so much as dare to speak,
A cloud comes over the sunlit arch,
A wind comes off a frozen peak,
And you're two months back in the middle of
March.
Robert Frost

"For me there is no finer sport than fly fishing. It does not matter if I don't catch fish. All that is
important is that I am by the water's edge with my rod and nature as companions. Whenever a
fishing holiday is over and it is time to leave, a part of me remains forever lost in that heathery
mountainous wilderness."
Lewis-Ann Garner in Holly Morris (editor), Uncommon Waters: Women Write about Fishing, 1991. Ms.
Garner lives in Northumberland, England, which borders Scotland.
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Fly Tying with Eddie O— “Leave Room at the Eye………”
The ladies were again privileged to learn from another Mastermuch laughter, lots of learning and some darn nice flies tied too!
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2019 BRTU Bitterroot
Buggers Schedule
March 26

fly tying

April 2

fly tying

April 9

casting & knots

TBN

Picnic & fishing
day- Stock Farm

Hey everyone- There is a woman
in town that will sew our patches
on to just about anything for
$2.00/each.

Patches
are $4.00 each
or

Contact info: Susan at MONTANA
SASSY SEWING CO. 329 Main
Street, Hamilton. 406-961-9012

3 for $10.00
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2019 OUTINGS & EVENTS
April 29-May 2nd, 2019

Missouri Outing

The FFB has planned their annual outing to the Missouri River for April 29-May 2nd. Activities will be centered around
the Headhunters Fly shop in Craig, Montana. Club members either bring RV's, or rent one of the limited cabins available,
to take advantage of this exciting fishery. Many rent Guides for all, or part of their outing, or reserve one of the
"Veteran" drift boats graciously provided by Headhunters. The Fly Shop also has reduced guide rates in April.
"pot-luck" night: Wednesday Contact Ed Gannon [edandck@gmail.com]

Late May-June?

Brown’s Lake- depends on ice-out, prevailing winds, hurricanes, tornados, etc

June 2nd 2019 –Sunday-

Special Needs Day:

This is an annual event for us, originally organized by long time club member Leon Powell. We
host about twenty special needs folks at a private, stocked pond. We try to ensure each
catches a fish and then we feed them lunch. We need a good turn out by members because it
really takes about a one-to-one relationship to help these folks. Contact Estelle Shuttleworth
if you are willing to help. [je@shuttleworthje.com]
June 5- 9, 2019

Noxon Reservoir

This is a new outing for the club. Follow the FFB notice for details. “Headquarters” will be Trout Creek Motel & RV Park.
Contact them for reservations. Contact Ed Gannon [edandck@gmail.com] if you plan on coming, or follow the “chatter”
on the FFB notice communication line. "pot-luck" night Saturday the 8th.

July 10-14th

Georgetown lake

Perhaps the highlight of the FFB outings is the annual Georgetown Lake trip. Georgetown is a high (6,000 ft), shallow,
weedy lake of 3,000 acres, which supports incredible trout numbers. Primarily a Rainbow trout lake, there are also good
numbers of Brookies and Kokanee present. Trout up to 15 pounds have been reported, with a good number of 20-plus
inches, 4 pound Rainbows not uncommon! “Headquarters” will be in Lodgepole Campground. Spaces can be reserved
on Recreation.gov. Pot Luck dinner Saturday the 14th.

August 18th

Annual Picnic—Hannon House- Steve Lilburn’s place

Sept 10-14th

Hebgen Lake

“Headquarters- Electric loop C” at Rainbow Point campground on Hebgen Lake, spaces can be reserved on
Recreation.gov.... there are more than 10 hotels and lodges, within 10 miles of the Lake, and numerous other B&B sites.
They include Best Western, Days Inn, the Madison Hotel, Stagecoach Lodge, Crosswinds, Moose Creek, Travelers, Kelly
Inn, and the White Buffalo. We will have a "pot-luck" night Saturday the 14th, and warm campfires to tell lies at.....

"Be sure in casting, that your fly fall first into the water, for if the line fall first, it scares or frightens
the fish..." Col. Robert Venables 1662
“The bitterness of poor quality remains long after the sweetness of low price is forgotten” –
Benjamin Franklin
“I am haunted by waters." Norman Maclean, A River Runs Through It , 1976
"The good life on any river may depend on the perception of its music, and the preservation of
music to perceive." Aldo Leopold
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It’s About Flies - Chuck Stranahan © 2018 all rights reserved
Emergers and me – and the Turkey Baetis
In my shop I have some flies that fish half-in and half-out of the water that I call emergers because that’s what other
people want me to call them. I tie snowshoe emergers and CDC emergers, and like lot of flies of their type they’re
incredibly effective, but I think of them as a special category of dry flies – what might be called cripples or something
else.
To me, an emerger represents an aquatic insect on its way to the surface – one that is emerging, if you will, thus the
name. In my head it eases the confusion and clarifies the ambiguity.
I like to tie my emergers unweighted, sometimes on dry fly hooks so they’ll suspend in the water against the surface
tension of the tippet. They’ll just hang there at a certain depth under the water until they’re moved – and that’s when
they’re most effective.
Aquatic insects, anxious to hatch, even the itty bitty ones, swim. Most of them will swim in a short burst followed by rest
period until they get up the energy for another burst. Six inches of frantic swimming, for a little bug, might take a second
or more. The pause might take a little longer.
Take the blue-winged olive for example. The nymphs might drift and swim a little when their wing cases are ready to
pop and have swollen and turned dark. When they’re about a foot or less from the surface they’ll swim in earnest. At
that time, if you’re fishing the emerger, you’ll want to mimic that swimming action.
Trout are attracted by the motion. They’ll skip a dead-drifted artificial and take one that is on the move. Before the duns
are visible on the water and we’re worrying about achieving an absolutely perfect dead drift to a picky trout, that same
fish will be foraging under the surface for anything that looks and acts like the last one he ate – and be easier to catch.
So you move the fly on a short one or two-second strip of just three or four inches if you’re fishing across and down, as
the current will accelerate your line. You need to keep the dynamic of current in mind. It’s what you make the fly do out
there that counts – not what you’re doing with your hand. Then pause for up to three seconds. The motion attracts
them, they hit on the pause. Vary it according to what the current gives you until you connect. Be ready on the pause –
mustn’t overstrike.
My all-time-favorite BWO emerger is a simple pattern I call the Turkey Baetis. It’s descriptive and fun to say. It works
well everywhere I’ve fished it when BWO’s are in the early stages of a hatch.
The fly usually goes on a #16 standard dry fly hook, sometimes a #14 or #18. Olive 6/0 thread and a piece of mottled oak
turkey wing and some fine peacock herl are the only ingredients. A wrap of thread thrown under the tail props it up so it
will swim on the retrieve and flex upward on the pause. The remaining turkey is wrapped around the tying thread before
wrapping. Finish with peacock and that’s it.
Exact shade of the turkey can vary; I usually carry some of varying shades and try to choose exactly the right color when I
fish. I want to see that color contrast between a light olive-tan against the darker peacock in the water, but beyond that
I don’t think it really matters. If you get the right size Turkey Baetis in front of a trout that’s on BWO emergers and move
it so the fish thinks it’s food, it’ll usually get eaten.
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"Fishing is not so much getting fish as it is a
state of mind and a lure for the human soul
into refreshment." Herbert Hoover, Fishing
for Fun-And to Wash Your Soul, 1963
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2nd

2019 schedule

April
April 8th
April 29-May2
May
May 7th
May 13th
Late May
June 2nd
June 4th
June 5-9
June 10th
July 10-14th
August 18th
Sept 10-15th
Oct 1st
Oct 7th
Nov 5th
Nov 11th
Dec 3rd
Dec 9th

Our Address:

club meeting
Board meeting
Missouri Outing
Adult Fly Fishing Clinic
club meeting
Board meeting
Browns Lake
Special Needs Day
club meeting
Noxon Reservoir outing
Board meeting
Georgetown lake
Annual Picnic
Hebgen Lake
1st fall club meeting
Board meeting
club meeting
Board Meeting

Fly Fishers of the Bitterroot
PO BOX 692
Victor, MT 59875
Name tags and lanyards are ready and are
at the check in table. If you need a name
tag please contact Estelle at
je@shuttleworthje.com

The club’s membership period is
January 1st to December 31st
of each year.
Individual: $ 25.00
Family: $35.00
A Family is 2 people in a domestic
relationship and their children under
18 years of age.

ANNUAL MEETING & ELECTIONS

Board meeting

2019 Board of Directors
Bill Bean- President billbean.bean75@gmail.com
Estelle Shuttleworth-Past Pres je@shuttleworthje.com
Pierre Satkowiak-Secretary psatkowiak@gmail.com
Ken Quinn-Treasurer
Leon Powell- Roster eleonfish@gmail.com
Gary Kosaka-WebMaster- hikemastergk@gmail.com
Phil Romans-promans@aol.com
Greg Chester- gchester55@aol.com
Ed Gannon- edandck@gmail.com
Dick Ellis- ellis_r@fortlewis.edu
Warren Johns- Ichthyologist55@ya

hoo.com
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